
Convening Overview 

Schedule subject to change. 
* No registration is required for items with an asterisk,  

which are open to all, regardless of gender identity. 

Friday, March 29 

3-6pm: Check-In 

5-6pm: Dinner 

6:30-8:30pm: Kabbalat Shabbat Services* 

8:30-10pm: Oneg* 

8:30-10pm: Oneg with Kumzitz, led by Noam Lerman 
 

Saturday, March 30 

9am-7:30pm: Check-In 

9-10am: Light Breakfast 

10am-12pm: Shabbat Morning Services* 

12:30-1:30pm: Kiddush Lunch 

12:30-1:30pm: Trans Jews of Color Caucus (with lunch) 

2-3pm: Workshops 

• Born in the Divide: The Invisible “I”, presented by Rabbi Bobbie Rosenberg 
• Elohai Neshamah: Breathing Into This Body, presented by Rabbi Ari Lev Fornari 
• The Divine Feminine: Being a Kohenet and a Trans Woman, presented by Talia Johnson 
• Trans Ritual Innovation, presented by Rachel Silverman 

3:30-4:30pm: Workshops and Caucuses 

• Being Trans in Orthodox Spaces Caucus, moderated by Miles Joseph Taffert 
• Our Place in the Community: Visibility vs. Assimilation, presented by Ofer Erez 
• Resistance, Liberation, and Care of the Soul, presented by Rabbi Micah Buck-Yael 
• Trans Jews and Anti-Discrimination Law, presented by Jillian T. Weiss 

4:30-5pm: Light Snacks 

5-6pm: Workshops 

• Jacob – A Queer Midrashic Reading, presented by Rabbah Rona Matlow 
• Lev Yodea Marat Nafsho: Trans Identity and Self Determination in Halachah, presented by Laynie 

Soloman 
• T’shuvah and Exile Culture, presented by Jessica Levine 

6-6:30pm: Mincha 

6:30-7:30pm: Shaleshudes Meal 



6:30-7:30pm: Trans Jews by Choice Caucus (with Shaleshudes meal) 

6:30-7:30pm: Queering Judaism Creation Lab for Teens, led by Earnest Vener 

8-8:30pm: Havdalah 

8:30-10pm: Live Performance, featuring S. Bear Bergman and Word of the Year* 

10-11pm: Reception 
 

Sunday, March 31 

8-9am: Morning Minyan 

9-10am: Light Breakfast 

9-10am: Trans Spiritual Leaders Caucus (with breakfast), moderated by Rabbi Becky Silverstein 

10-11am: Workshops 

• Non-Binary Jews and the Hebrew We Use, presented by Lior Gross 
• Our Stories in the Media, presented by Abby Stein 
• We Were Here First, We Are Here Still, presented by j wallace skelton 

11am-12:30pm: Free to Be Me: A Workshop for Children 0-6-Year-Olds and their Grownups, led by 
Lindsay Amer 

11:30am-12:30pm: Workshops and Caucuses 

• Eilu v. Eilu: A TGNC Orthodox Vision, moderated by Dana Friedman with panelists Ariel Ya’akov 
Berry, Moriah Levin, and Shonna Levin 

• Trans Jews and Our Mental Health: A Caucus, moderated by Sam Stettiner 
• 10 Things Trans Jews Want You To Know: Let’s Build a Resource, presented by Dubbs Weinblatt 

12:30-1:30pm: Lunch 

12:30-1:30pm: Trans Jewish College Student Caucus (with lunch) 

1:30-3pm: A Taste of Traditionally Radical Talmud Study with SVARA, led by Laynie Soloman with SVARA 
Faculty, Fellows & Fairies 

2-3pm: Workshops 

• Choosing to be Chosen: Striking Similarities Between Conversion and Transition, presented by 
Martin Rawlings-Fein 

• Narratives and Names: Trans Jewish Storytelling, presented by Sandy Sahar Gooen 

3-3:30pm: Light Snacks 

3:30-5pm: Plenary: From Acceptance to Celebration of Trans Jewish Identity* 

 

 

 

 



Program Descriptions 
 

Trans Jews of Color Caucus 
Saturday, March 30, 12:30-1:30pm 
Moderator: To be Announced    
Intended Audience: Trans Jews of Color 
Gather with other trans Jews of color in this informal setting for discussion, networking, and coming 
together. Please note that this caucus is intended only for trans Jews of color. 
 
Trans Ritual Innovation 
Saturday, March 30, 2-3pm 
Presenter: Rachel Silverman    
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages 
This workshop will explore Jewish ritual innovation and how Jewish tradition can be used to validate the 
trans and queer experience. The group will examine three examples of Jewish ritual innovation: Rachel 
Adler's egalitarian wedding ceremony that is rooted in halachah as an alternative to the ketubah, mikveh 
ceremonies for gender affirmation surgeries, and a gender neutral Hebrew and English Blessing for the 
Children for queer chosen families. Participants will then have the opportunity to create and then share 
their own ritual. 
 
Born in the Divide: The Invisible “I” 
Saturday, March 30, 2-3pm 
Presenter: Rabbi Bobbie Rosenberg   
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages and Cisgender Allies 
An introspective journey through the challenges of growing up Jewish and Intersex. Born at a time when 
being Intersex meant staying silent, join Rabbi Rosenberg as he shares his story about navigating the world 
of halachah (Jewish law) and American medicine. 
 
Elohai Neshamah: Breathing Into This Body 
Saturday, March 30, 2-3pm 
Presenter: Rabbi Ari Lev Fornari    
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages 
One of the lessons of Shabbat is that we are meant to feel a sense of vayinafash - refreshed, renewed, 
resovled. This workshop will include an extended period of guided meditation, focusing on what it is to 
breathe into our trans bodies. There will also be time to debrief and share the experience. 
 
The Divine Feminine: Being a Kohenet and a Trans Woman 
Saturday, March 30, 2-3pm 
Presenter: Talia Johnson     
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages and Cisgender Allies 
A discussion about being the first, and so far only, trans woman in the Kohenet Hebrew Priestess training 
program, and a trans woman. We will discuss what the divine feminine means, and how that impacts those 
of us assigned male at birth, and how we can bring our unique perspectives in our Jewish communities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Our Place in the Community – Visibility vs. Assimilation 
Saturday, March 30, 3:30-4:30pm 
Presenter: Ofer Erez      
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages and Cisgender Allies 
What is our place as trans Jews (or allies) in our communities? What can our identities and the 
representation we bring with us to the room be for us and the people around us? There are no right or 
wrong answers in this workshop – we will all ask ourselves these questions so each can choose the right 
path for themselves. 
 
Trans Jews and Anti-Discrimination Law 
Saturday, March 30, 3:30-4:30pm 
Presenter: Jillian T. Weiss    
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages and Cisgender Allies 
Being trans and being Jewish are both identities that are subject to discrimination. This interactive 
workshop will present anti-discrimination laws, and information on how to recognize and address gender 
and religious discrimination. A case study will be presented to participants, with discussion of what you 
would do and what works when confronted with discrimination. 
 
Resistance, Liberation, and Care of the Soul 
Saturday, March 30, 3:30-4:30pm 
Presenter: Rabbi Micah Buck-Yael    
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages 
The work of trans and queer liberation is joyful, soulful, vulnerable, and needs care and tending. The 
Jewish tradition itself is rooted in the work of liberation and resistance, and offers us many tools for self-
care and capacity building. We will examine what Jewish texts have to say about the spirituality of 
resistance, and about caring for our souls through the process. 
 
Being Trans in Orthodox Spaces Caucus 
Saturday, March 30, 3:30-4:30pm 
Moderator: Miles Joseph Taffert    
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages 
This informal caucus will tackle what it means to be trans in Orthodox spaces. This caucus is open to all 
trans and non-binary Jews who find themselves navigating Orthodox spaces, regardless of affiliation. 
 
Lev Yodea Marat Nafsho: Trans Identity and Self Determination in Halachah 
Saturday, March 30, 5-6pm 
Presenter: Laynie Soloman     
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages and Cisgender Allies 
Who gets a say over our bodies? Should there be limits to self-determination? Tensions between self-
knowledge and medical "expertise" are pervasive in our world, and in the world of the rabbis. We'll explore 
these topics through a key sugya (Talmudic text), tracing the evolution of self-determination in Jewish legal 
discourse, and investigating what the experiences of trans folks and bodies can contribute to the halachic 
conversation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Jacob – A Queer Midrashic Reading 
Saturday, March 30, 5-6pm 
Presenter: Rabbah Rona Matlow    
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages and Cisgender Allies 
Jacob, one of Avoteinu, is a key figure in Bereshit (Genesis). Like many modern readers, I struggle 
tremendously with the entire book, for many reasons. With inspiration from other queer scholars, I have 
written this modern queer Midrash on Jacob, which will be debuted at the Convening. 
 
T'shuvah and Exile Culture 
Saturday, March 30, 5-6pm 
Presenter: Jessica Levine     
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Adults of all ages and Cisgender Allies 
Content Warning: This workshop may include discussions of sexual assault. 
It is one of the better aspects of trans communities that they treat accusations of harm and abuse very 
seriously. It is for this reason exactly that "exile" is such a complicated subject. Removing a person from a 
community can be a powerful and sometimes necessary tool for bringing safety to those they have harmed, 
but it can also continue the cycle of harm, and is often treated as a first response to harm, rather than a 
necessary resort. Within Judaism, we are blessed to once a year be asked to do t'shuvah, and engage in a 
communal process of seeking atonement and holding ourselves and others accountable for harm. In this 
class, we will explore what t'shuvah can teach us about how to respond to harm as a community. We will 
also draw upon the work of contemporary activists for transformative justice and conflict resolution as we 
ask and discuss: how do build structures in our communities that disrupt the cycle of harm, and how can 
Jewish tradition and practice inform these structures? 
 
Queering Judaism Creation Lab for Teens 
Saturday, March 30, 6:30-7:30pm 
Led by: Earnest Vener     
Intended Audience: Trans/GNC/Queer/Gender Curious Teens (Ages 12-18) 
This interactive workshop will be set up as a laboratory for queering Jewish ritual, midrash (stories), and 
narratives. In our lab, participants will engage with Jewish texts that reflect gender nonconformity, write 
trans Jewish midrash (biblical interpretations), create artwork that reflects our identities, and record your 
own oral story about “your queer/questioning Jewish life.” Workshop attendees will explore the lab, learn, 
create, and share back with the group. Participants will also get to know one another, enjoy dinner 
together, celebrate community Havdalah (ceremony at the end of Shabbat), and stay for the Saturday night 
live performance. 
 

 

Saturday Night Live Performance, featuring: 
S. Bear Bergman 

Writer, storyteller, gender-jammer and raconteur S. Bear Bergman takes the stage with a 
mouthful of tender, teasing, complicated, challenging, joyful words. Reading and performing 
from his extensive published work as well as new, unpublished pieces, Bear brings twenty-five 
years of performance training and a lifetime of storytelling experience to hir performances – 
fresh, funny, and incredibly engaging. 

Word of the Year 
A trio of trans and non-binary Jews perform original rock songs and try to win your heart. 
Fureigh (of the Homobiles, formerly of the Shondes) and award-winning singer-songwriter Mya 
Byrne (also of the Homobiles) play guitar and bass while Simcha Halpert-Hanson (formerly of 
Schmekel) plays drums. 
 

 
 



Trans Spiritual Leaders Caucus 
Sunday, March 31, 9-10am 
Moderator: Rabbi Becky Silverstein   
Intended Audience: Trans Jewish Spiritual Leaders 
Trans Jewish spiritual leaders, including rabbis, cantors, rabbinical and cantorial students, and chaplains, 
come together for an informal discussion and opportunity to connect. 
 
Our Stories in the Media 
Sunday, March 31, 10-11am 
Presenter: Abby Stein     
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages 
In the past few years the general media has been fascinated by the stories of transgender people, from 
serious newspapers and Hollywood studios, to tabloids and gossip sites. At the same time, the interest in 
"OTD" ("Off the Derech," or formerly Orthodox) people – the amount of people leaving isolated Jewish 
communities has risen as well. How does it feel to have both of these stories at once? Through her 
experience, Abby will use this session to explore tips and ideas of how we can all be great representatives 
for our community in the media if we so choose, as well as tips to make sure we are not taken advantage of 
and that we, and not the media, control our narrative and stories.  
 
Non-Binary Jews and the Hebrew We Use 
Sunday, March 31, 10-11am 
Presenter: Lior Gross     
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages and Cisgender Allies 
Lior Gross, co-creator with Eyal Rivlin of the Nonbinary Hebrew Project, will present information on using 
gender-expansive Hebrew and the rationale for the project, as well as new vocabulary and prayers. 
Participants will also hold a brief Hebrew conversation as a model of how to use this grammatical system. 
 
We Were Here First, We Are Here Still 
Sunday, March 31, 10-11am 
Presenter: j wallace skelton     
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews and Cisgender Allies (all ages welcome, but presentation 
geared toward those of b’nai mitzvah age and older) 
Being a Jewish gender transgressor is a radical act, but one with a long history, and active present, and an 
essential future. Claiming our history, in our texts, in our stories, and in our communities, is vital to 
acknowledging that being a gender transgressor can be profoundly and deeply Jewish. This is less text 
study, and more of a frolic, or a road map, who, what and how to look for and find Jews owning both their 
Jewishness, and their fabulous gendered selves. From Bereshit, through a whole different understanding of 
sex and gender in the Talmud, men (yes more than one) whose chests burst open to feed infants, women 
rebbis before we were told they existed, the poetry of Kalonymus ben Kalonymus (14th century), the 
recorded words of Jacques La Fargue (the first Jew in Canada in 1738). Participants will leave with a 
printed timeline of some of our celebrated individuals, stories they can tell, and a sense that we belong. 
This is not a lecture! Yes, there will be storytelling, but also games, and guesses and ways to engage with 
the past. We will also create a timeline that others can add to, to create a robust and shared image. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Free to Be Me: A Workshop for Children 0-6-Years-Old and their Grownups 
Sunday, March 31, 10:30am-12:30pm 
Led by: Lindsay Amer     
Intended Audience: Trans/GNC/Queer Parents and their Kids (ages 0-6), and Trans/GNC kids (ages 0-6) 
and their Grownups - all are welcome! 
Raise your rainbow flag and bring your little ones for LGBTQ+ songs and stories! Join Lindsay and their 
best-stuffed friend Teddy from Queer Kid Stuff for an afternoon of crafts, stories, and songs at the 
intersection of queerness and Judaism. 
 
Eilu v. Eilu: A TGNC Orthodox Vision 
Sunday, March 31, 11:30am-12:30pm 
Moderator: Dana Friedman 
Presenters: Ariel Ya’akov Berry, Moriah Levin, Shonna Levin   
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages 
How do we, as Trans and GNC Orthodox Jews, build the Jewish community we want and need? How and 
where do we find spiritual nourishment from Torah, Mitzvos, and God? What are our favorite parts and 
when does it become too hard to negotiate who we are? 
 
10 Things Trans Jews Want You To Know: Let’s Build a Resource 
Sunday, March 31, 11:30am-12:30pm 
Presenters: Dubbs Weinblatt    
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages 
Creating a resource of the most frequently asked questions (and the answers) we get as Trans Jews. We'll 
all be contributing our voices and experiences while creating a tangible resource we can all use. 
 
Trans Jews and Our Mental Health: A Caucus 
Sunday, March 31, 11:30am-12:30pm 
Moderator: Sam Stettiner 
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages 
Come together to reflect on the role of mental health in trans Jewish life. Share experiences and connect 
with others in this informal caucus. 
 
Trans Jewish College Students Caucus 
Sunday, March 31, 12:30-1:30pm 
Moderator: To be Announced    
Intended Audience: Trans Jewish College Students 
Are you a trans or non-binary Jew in college? This caucus is for you! Come network with peers and discuss 
what it means to navigate campus spaces while trans and Jewish. 
 
A Taste of Traditionally Radical Talmud Study with SVARA 
Sunday, March 31, 1:30-3pm 
Led by: Laynie Soloman and SVARA Faculty, Fellows & Fairies 
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages and Cisgender Allies 
SVARA is a traditionally radical yeshiva dedicated to the serious study of Talmud through the lens of queer 
experiences. SVARA’s unique pedagogy makes Talmud study in the original accessible - for the first time 
in Jewish history - to all who want to learn. At SVARA, everyone - queer, trans, alef-bet beginners, 
experienced talmudists, secular, religious, Jews, non-Jews - everyone learns together in a mixed-level bet 
midrash that recognizes as crucial the insights of all those on the margins. Join us for a taste of learning, 
SVARA-style: Talmud served up the old-fashioned way - hardcore, queer, and radically inclusive. We'll 
learn a complete Talmud text, start to finish, to memorization and with deep and total ownership. All you 



need to know is your alef-bet to do it! Really! Come with a friend to be your chevruta (study partner) or 
we’ll hook you up. 
 
Choosing to be Chosen: Striking Similarities Between Conversion and Transition 
Sunday, March 31, 2-3pm 
Presenter: Martin Rawlings-Fein    
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages and Cisgender Allies 
We will use the film “Choosing to be Chosen” as a catalyst for conversation and dialogue around the 
striking similarities between conversion and gender transition. In this workshop we will explore how 
community, ritual, and belonging are similar in both transition and choosing Judaism for trans and gender-
expansive Jews by Choice who make their home in our congregations and communities. 
 
Narratives and Names: Trans Jewish Storytelling 
Sunday, March 31, 2-3pm 
Presenter: Sandy Sahar Gooen    
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages 
Jewish and Queer cultures are both built on storytelling. Sandy Sahar Gooen, a published and produced 
writer, will lead a storytelling workshop to encourage and empower Jewish trans folks to write and share 
their stories, part of which will include a discussion of names, and the history of the intersections of 
Judaism and queerness within theatre. The workshop will in part involve writing and sharing from the 
group. Participants are invited to ask Sandy questions, and will also leave with a greater awareness of how 
to share their own stories and a list of other trans, queer, and Jewish literary resources. 
 
Plenary: From Acceptance to Celebration of Trans Jewish Identity 
Sunday, March 31, 3:30-5pm 
Speakers: To be Announced    
Intended Audience: Trans and Non-Binary Jews of all ages and Cisgender Allies 
Wrap up the convening with a plenary speaker session reflecting on the strides trans and non-binary Jews 
have already made and what is yet to come. Speakers will address what it means to move beyond a model 
of mere acceptance and tolerance, and towards a celebration of trans Jewish identity. 

 


